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ABSTRACT: The thermal effect of the entire Tibetan Plateau (TP) tends to strengthen the South Asian summer
monsoon (SASM); however, how does this monsoon component respond to the thermal conditions of different TP
domains? How do the thermal conditions of the entire TP influence other monsoons, including the East Asian summer
monsoon (EASM) and the Southeast Asian summer monsoon (SEASM)? These questions are addressed by conducting an experiment with the CESM, which is forced by reducing the surface albedo over the plateau by half, from a
TP-averaged 0.20 to 0.10, from May to September, and similar experiments for different TP domains. Both observational and model results show that the entire TP heating intensifies the large-scale Asian monsoon, the SASM, and
the EASM but surprisingly weakens the SEASM. It is also surprising that the TP heating exerts a stronger effect on the
EASM than on the SASM. The southern TP (south of 358N) does not show the strongest impact on the SASM in
comparison with other TP domains, and it exerts the weakest impact on the EASM, which is most strongly influenced
by the thermal effect of the eastern (east of 908E) and northern TP. The western TP weakens the SEASM (as do the
other domains), and it strengthens other monsoon components. The thermal conditions of the southern and eastern
TP are accompanied by signals of tropical atmospheric response at relatively broader spatial scales, whereas those of
the northern TP more apparently lead to a significant wave train extending eastward from the TP to western Eurasia
over the higher latitudes.
KEYWORDS: Topographic effects; Monsoons; Climate variability

1. Introduction
Large-scale orography plays a crucial role in influencing
atmospheric circulation through both dynamic and thermodynamic effects. As the highest plateau in the world, the Tibetan
Plateau (TP), with an average elevation of terrain of 4500 m,
influences the Asian monsoon and even the climate over
much of the world significantly (e.g., Flohn 1957; Yeh et al.
1957; Hahn and Manabe 1975; Ye and Wu 1998; Kitoh 2004;
Liu et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2009; Boos and Kuang 2010, 2013;
Ma et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Lu et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2020).
Studies have claimed that sensible heating over the TP, especially its southern sloping surface, is the major driving
force to transport abundant moisture from oceans to land,
leading to increased monsoonal rainfall over the Asian continent (Wu et al. 1997, 2007). According to the land–atmosphere
interaction concept of Webster (1983), surface sensible heating
resulting from solar radiation is essential for the subsequent
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occurrence of low-level cyclonic monsoonal circulation and
convergence, rising motion, and monsoon rainfall. Recently,
Wu et al. (2020) applied an advanced dynamical diagnostic
tool to confirm the importance of sensible heating relative to
other dynamic and radiative processes for the change in TP
temperature.
The thermal effect of TP is widely believed to be important
for the multiple time-scale variations of the Asian summer
monsoon system including the South Asian summer monsoon
(SASM) and the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM). Wu
et al. (2015) discussed the importance of the plateau for the
formation of monsoon from the perspective of the water vapor
belt over South Asia, which can be separated into three major
branches. The first branch, the southern band of SASM, extends
from the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal to the South China
Sea (SCS) and induces heavy precipitation due mainly to the
land–sea thermal contrast. The second branch, the northern
band of SASM, extends northward across northern India and the
Bay of Bengal toward the southern slope of TP. The third branch
transports water vapor to sustain the EASM owing to the thermal effects of both the land–sea contrast and the TP.
The TP affects the formation of monsoon or the timing of
monsoon onset (e.g., Luo and Yanai 1983, 1984; He et al. 1987;
Lau and Yang 1996; Ueda and Yasunari 1998; Wu and Zhang
1998; Abe et al. 2013) and the mean intensity of monsoon
(Hsu and Liu 2003; Wang et al. 2008a; Duan et al. 2011, 2013;
Wang et al. 2014). Based on 40-day observational data from
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late May to early July 1979, Luo and Yanai (1983, 1984)
demonstrated the profound orographic effect of TP on Asian
monsoon evolution. The authors carefully analyzed the variations of apparent heat source (Q1) and apparent moisture sink
(Q2) associated with monsoon evolution and revealed their
difference between eastern and western TP regions. Abe et al.
(2013) discussed the influence of the TP on the onset of Asian
summer monsoon via air–sea interaction over the Indian
Ocean during the premonsoon season.
The mountain uplift effect of the TP is important for the
Asian monsoon and its different impacts on various monsoon
components measured by area-mean rainfall (Abe et al.
2003). While the mountain lift effect enhances the Indian
monsoon apparently, especially in the monsoon’s later stage, it
strengthens the East Asian monsoon at its earlier stage more
effectively. Kitoh (2004) further investigated the impact of
mountain uplift by examining large-scale patterns, with a focus
on the effect on East Asian monsoon, and indicated that the
mountain uplift effect was stronger in an atmosphere–ocean
coupled model when compared with an atmosphere-alone
model. Wang et al. (2008a) demonstrated that TP warming increases the subtropical frontal rainfall over East Asia
through the linkage between two Rossby wave trains and the
isentropic uplift to the east of TP, which deform the western
Pacific subtropical high (WPSH) and enhance moisture convergence toward the subtropical front.
Global warming causes changes in the TP and monsoons,
especially the Asian monsoons (Li et al. 2010; Kitoh et al. 2013;
Wu et al. 2020). The global monsoon precipitation increases
because of strengthening moisture convergence due to enhancement of surface evaporation and air-column water vapor
(Kitoh et al. 2013). Analysis of the results from 30 CMIP5
modes based on global warming scenarios further shows that
the change in land–sea thermal contrast cannot explain the
enhanced EASM circulation (C. He et al. 2019). Instead, the
enhanced low-level southerly wind over East Asia is associated with an anomalous cyclone around the TP, and the intensified TP latent heating is responsible for this lower-level
cyclonic anomaly and thus the projected enhanced EASM
circulation.
Despite the recent advances in understanding the climate
impact of TP, many features about the TP’s effect on the Asian
summer monsoon remain unclear. Although TP heating enhances the Asian monsoon overall, does it affect all the regional monsoon components in the same way? In this context,
little is known about the TP effect on the Southeast Asian
summer monsoon (SEASM), given that monsoon behaves remarkably differently in South Asia, East Asia, and Southeast
Asia (Lau et al. 2000; Yoo et al. 2006). Second, although
the southern slope of the TP has been claimed to be important
for influencing the SASM (Wu et al. 2015), how does this influence compare with the impact of other TP domains and how
does it compare with its effects on other monsoon components? The main objective of this study is to understand how
the TP and its different domains influence the various regional
components of the Asian summer monsoon system. Within this
context, we will discuss the relative importance of the wet and
convective conditions of the southeastern TP and the dry and
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less convective conditions of western and northern TP for
monsoon variations. We will also discuss the relative importance of the divergent and rotational effects of the tropical and
extratropical portions of the TP for the variations of monsoon
circulation. It should also be pointed out that the current study
is focused on the change in the mean intensity of summer
monsoons, without addressing the features of the seasonal
evolutions of monsoons.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the data,
model and experiments, and analysis methods are discussed.
Section 3 demonstrates the thermal effects of TP and its various domains on various regional monsoon systems and depicts
the related physical processes. Conclusions and a further discussion are given in section 4.

2. Data, model experiments, and analysis methods
a. Data, model, and experiment design
The ERA-Interim reanalysis data from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts with a spatial resolution of 18 3 18 (Dee et al. 2011) are used in this study.
Specifically, the temperature, geopotential height, and wind
fields for the period of 1979–2016 are analyzed.
The study also applies the NCAR Community Earth System
Model, version 1.2.2 (CESM 1.2.2), a state-of-the-art global
climate model (Neale et al. 2013), to carry out several experiments to understand the TP impact on monsoon. The fully
coupled model has a resolution of 1.98 in latitude and 2.58 in
longitude, with 26 vertical levels for the atmosphere and approximately 18 for oceans. The values of solar forcing, ozone
concentration, carbon dioxide, and aerosol are fixed at the
level of year 2000 in all of the experiments.
Our model experiments are fully coupled simulations. As
in Lu et al. (2018), the control run CTRL is integrated for
300 years, with output from years 261–300 analyzed. To understand the climate effect of entire TP, a sensitivity experiment TP_Alb05 is restarted from year 251 of CTRL and
integrated from year 251 to year 300, in which external
forcing is the same as in CTRL but surface albedo in TP (238–
458N, 628–1058E, where topography is above 1500 m) is reduced by one-half from May to September, as in Lu et al.
(2018). More specifically, the TP-averaged surface albedo is
reduced from 0.20 in the control experiment to 0.10 in experiment TP_Alb05.
To understand the impacts of the southern, northern, eastern, and western TP domains on monsoons, we further correspondingly conduct four sensitivity experiments SouthTP_
Alb05, NorthTP_Alb05, EastTP_Alb05, and WestTP_Alb05,
in each of which surface albedo is reduced by half as in TP_
Alb05. Specifically, the domain-averaged albedo is changed
from 0.18 in control run to 0.09 in sensitivity run for experiment
SouthTP_Alb05, from 0.22 to 0.11 for NorthTP_Alb05, from
0.18 to 0.09 for EastTP_Alb05, and from 0.22 to 0.11 for
WestTP_Alb05. In these experiments, the southern TP and the
northern TP are divided by the latitude of 358N, and the
eastern TP and the western TP are split by the longitude 908E,
which is somewhat subjective but is based on careful
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considerations of the sizes of various TP domains and the
resolutions of the model (the CESM). As for CTRL, outputs
from years 261–300 are analyzed for all sensitivity experiments.

b. Analysis methods
As described above, we change the thermal forcing of the TP
by modifying the surface albedo of the plateau. A reduction
of surface albedo increases surface temperature due to enhancement in absorption of solar radiation. As a result, sensible heating increases, leading to rising motion and convergence
of the moist lower atmosphere. The latent heating from condensation further heats the atmosphere. Indeed, the results
from experiment TP_Alb05, when compared with control
run CTRL, indicate that when albedo is reduced the total
diabatic heating and its various components including sensible
heating, latent heating, and the net radiative heating all increase (figure not given). Particularly, sensible heating seems
to contribute most to the total diabatic heating. This result is
consistent with that of Wu et al. (2020), who applied an advanced dynamical diagnostic tool, the coupled surface air
feedback response analysis method by Cai and Lu (2009) and
Lu and Cai (2009), to attribute temperature changes to different contributing processes and demonstrated that the increase in summer temperature over the TP was positively and
most dominantly contributed by albedo and sensible heating
effects, but negatively and weakly by cloud feedback [see Fig. 3
in Wu et al. (2020)]. Lu et al. (2018) also found that the TP
thermal impacts with varied values of surface albedo reduction
were capable of leading to enhanced diabatic heating from the
lower troposphere to the upper troposphere, increasing atmospheric temperature, and affecting large-scale atmospheric
circulation. For this reason, TP heating and TP warming are
used alternately in this study.
We assess the changes in various monsoon components
by examining the changes in various fields of winds, geopotential height, and rainfall mainly from the differences
between various model experiments. Several commonly used
dynamical monsoon indices defined by atmospheric circulation field and their associated features are analyzed to
measure the changes in the Asian summer monsoon and its
different components.
The large-scale Asian monsoon is measured by the Webster
and Yang (1992) monsoon index (herein called the W-Y index), which is defined as the vertical shear between 850- (U850)
and 200-hPa (U200) zonal winds averaged over 08–208N,
408–1108E. A higher value of the index depicts a larger meridional thermal gradient over Asia and the northern Indian
Ocean, and thus a stronger large-scale Asian monsoon circulation, although it may not be necessarily related to all regional
monsoon components uniformly and strongly.
The SASM index (Goswami et al. 1999) is defined as the
vertical shear between 850- and 200-hPa meridional winds
averaged over 108–308N, 708–1108E. An above-normal SASM
index value indicates a stronger meridional–vertical cell and
thus a stronger monsoon circulation over South Asia.
The EASM index (Lau et al. 2000) is defined as the horizontal shear of 200-hPa zonal winds between 408–508N, 1108–
1508E and 258–358N, 1108–1508E. This index is designed to
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measure the meridional shift of the upper-tropospheric westerly jet stream over East Asia, which signifies how far the
lower-tropospheric monsoon flow extends northward. Here,
both upper- and lower-tropospheric monsoon flows usually
extend more northward, meaning a stronger monsoon, when
EASM is larger.
The SEASM index (Wang and Fan 1999) is defined as the
horizontal shear of 850-hPa zonal winds between 58–158N,
908–1308E and 22.58–32.58N, 1108–1408E. That is, this index
measures the change in the relative vorticity of the lower
troposphere. A higher index value (representing a stronger
monsoon) indicates larger vorticity, accompanied with a
weaker condition of the western portion of the WPSH over
Southeast Asia.
As compared with monsoon rainfall indices, these dynamical indices facilitate our analysis of the physical processes of
monsoon and thus are better for improving our understanding
of monsoon dynamics. As seen from the next section, several
other monsoon indices are also employed as supplementary
materials to demonstrate the robustness of the features obtained or enhance the discussions of those features.

3. Results
a. Major features of TP impact on regional monsoons
Previous studies (Liu and Yanai 2001; Nan et al. 2009; Zhao
et al. 2010, 2011, 2012; Zuo et al. 2012, 2013; Jiang et al. 2013a)
have shown a highly positive relationship between surface
temperature and tropospheric temperature, here the vertically
integrated temperature from 500 hPa (700 hPa if topography
is below 3000 m) to 200 hPa, owing to the hydrostatic characteristics of the atmosphere. Increases in tropospheric temperature can be induced by the increase in regional heat transfer
from the surface to the atmosphere (Zhao et al. 2012). It has
also been demonstrated that TP tropospheric temperature
(TPTT) more appropriately measures the large-scale heating
inside the atmosphere in comparison with the relatively
noisy distribution of surface temperature and thus more effectively deciphers the remote climate impact of TP thermal
effect (e.g., Jiang et al. 2013a). Figure 1a shows significant
year-to-year variation of detrended June–August (JJA)
TPTT for 1979–2016, averaged over 238–458N, 628–1058E
where topography is above 1500 m. From the time series,
high-value years (1981, 1984, 1998, 2006, 2013, and 2016) and
low-value years (1983, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1997, 2004, 2009, and
2015) are selected using the criterion of 1 standard deviation
(both positive and negative) for a composite analysis. We
point out that these selected summers are not ENSO summers except the moderately high Niño-3.4 index values of 1.6
and 1.5 in the summers of 1997 and 2015. The TPTT is naturally related with the tropospheric temperature over TP
uniformly and significantly, but the most significant relationship appears over the central-northern plateau (Fig. 1b).
The TPTT index is also significantly linked to the pattern of
surface air temperature, especially over the eastern TP
(Fig. 1c). In particular, the correlation between TPTT and
the corresponding surface temperature index averaged in the
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FIG. 2. Composite differences in various monsoon indices between observed high- and low-TPTT summers (observations,
marked as OBS), and those between the TP heating sensitivity
experiment and control experiment (marked as CESM). The
values in parentheses represent the percentage (%) change of the
individual monsoon indices relative to the climatological means of
observation or the model control experiment.

enhanced TPTT successfully mirrors the observed features
(i.e., weakening of the SEASM and strengthening of the other
monsoon components), with a strongest relation for the EASM.
The previously unrecognized unique impact of TP on the
SEASM, although quite small, will be discussed later.
Figure 3 further demonstrates the different impacts of different TP domains on the various regional Asian summer
monsoons. The increases in heating over all TP domains generally strengthen the large-scale monsoon (W-Y index), the
SASM, and the EASM, except the slightly negative impacts
of the northern TP on the large-scale monsoon, and of the

FIG. 1. (a) Time series of JJA tropospheric temperature, the
integrated temperature from 500 hPa (700 hPa if topography is
below 3000 m) to 200 hPa, over the TP (238–458N, 628–1058E where
the topography is above 1500 m) with its linear trend removed,
referred to as TPTT, and composite patterns of difference in
(b) tropospheric temperature (shading; 8C) and (c) surface air
temperature (shading; 8C) between high- and low-TPTT summers.
White stippling indicates values above the 95% confidence level.
The topography of TP above 1500 m is marked with the dashed
green contour.

same domain as for TPTT is highly significant (correlation
coefficient R 5 0.85).
Figure 2 presents the composite values of difference in
various monsoon indices in observation between high-TPTT
years and low-TPTT years. It reveals an important feature: an
increase in TPTT is associated rationally with intensifications
of the large-scale Asian summer monsoon (see the W-Y index)
and the regional monsoons over South Asia and East Asia,
but unexpectedly with a weak reduction of the monsoon over
Southeast Asia. The TPTT is most strongly linked to the
EASM (with a percentage change of 32.8%), following by
the SASM (9.1%), instead of the opposite as one may expect.
The figure also indicates another important feature: the CESM
sensitivity experiment with reduced surface albedo and thus

FIG. 3. Differences in monsoon indices between regional TP
sensitivity experiments and the control experiment. For each regional monsoon, the central box shows the index values in the
control run, and the box to its east, north, west, and south displays
the difference in which the control-run value is subtracted from the
value of sensitivity experiment of EastTP_Alb05, NorthTP_Alb05,
WestTP_Alb05, and SouthTP_Alb05, respectively. That is, the
value of the eastern, northern, western, and southern box respectively measures the impact of eastern, northern, western, and
southern TP on the specific regional monsoon. The values in parentheses represent the percentage (%) change of the individual
monsoon indices relative to the climatological means of the model
control experiment.
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southern TP on the EASM (see values of percentage change in
the brackets). Surprisingly, increased heating over all TP domains weakens the SEASM (see Fig. 3d).
Both the southern and northern TP exert their strongest impacts on weakening the SEASM (percentage change of 17.1% by
the northern TP and 10.7% by the southern TP; Fig. 3d) and then
strengthening the SASM (8.8% by the northern TP and 7.9% by
the southern TP; Fig. 3b), with the weakest effects of the southern
TP on the EASM (0.4%; Fig. 3c) and the weakest effects of the
northern TP on the large-scale Asian monsoon (as represented
by the W-Y index) (0.5%; Fig. 3a). In this regard, the western TP
is similar to the northern TP, exerting its strongest impacts on the
SEASM and then the SASM, with the weakest impact on the
large-scale monsoon. Northern TP heating also plays an important role in enhancing the EASM (7.8%). Furthermore, the
eastern TP most strongly intensifies the EASM (24.3%; Fig. 3c)
and then weakens the SEASM (Fig. 3d), while the western TP
most strongly weakens the SEASM (15.7%; Fig. 3d) and then
intensifies the SASM (12.7%; Fig. 3b). Both the eastern and
western TP exert relatively weaker impacts on the large-scale
Asian monsoon than on other regional monsoon components.
Interesting features can also emerge from analyzing the result with respect to the changes in the various monsoons.
Intensification of the large-scale monsoon (Fig. 3a), the SASM
(Fig. 3b), and the EASM (Fig. 3c) is most strongly affected by
the heating over southern TP (3.8%), western TP (12.7%), and
eastern TP (24.3%), respectively. Indeed, all TP domains affect
the SASM strongly, and thus the feature presented here is not
necessarily inconsistent with previous results (Wu et al. 2012)
in which the importance of southern TP for the SASM is emphasized. The large-scale monsoon (measured by the W-Y index) is least sensitive to the effects of northern and western TP
domains, and the EASM responds more weakly to the southern
TP relative to other domains. It is important to reiterate that the
SEASM weakens associated with the warming over all TP domains. Studies of the impact of the western TP on the EASM are
limited, and the recent analysis by Li et al. (2021) shows that
sensible, radiative, and latent heating components of western TP
lead to different types of atmospheric wave trains, which interact
with the plateau and affect the intensity of the EASM.
We also point out that the demonstrated impact of TP on the
East Asian monsoon measured by upper-tropospheric circulation (Lau et al. 2000) is consistent with the impact of the plateau
on the monsoon assessed by a dynamical index based on the
lower-tropospheric circulation (Wang 2002). In particular, the
Lau et al. and Wang indices increase by 21.3% and 20.0%, respectively, as a response to the entire-TP heating, and both indices show that the East Asian monsoon is most strongly
affected by the eastern TP heating and most weakly affected
by the southern TP heating. The changes in the South Asian
monsoon measured by alternative indices will be discussed in
section 3b after the change in monsoon rainfall is depicted.

b. Process-based explanations
1) IMPACT OF ENTIRE TP HEATING
Figures 4a–c show the climatological patterns of JJA
200-hPa winds, 850-hPa winds, precipitation, and vertically
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integrated water vapor flux (from 1000 to 200 hPa) from the
CESM control experiment (CTRL). Noteworthy features include the upper-tropospheric South Asian high (SAH), with
westerly (easterly) jet stream on its north (south), and the
lower-tropospheric cyclonic pattern, with westerly (southerly)
flow over South Asia (East Asia). The lower-tropospheric
southerlies and northerlies to the east and west of TP are respectively linked to the WPSH and the anticyclonic pattern
centered near the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 4b). Accompanying
heavy rainfall occurs over southern Asia–western Pacific regions including the southern edge of the TP, associated with
large water vapor transport from the Arabian Sea, the Bay
of Bengal, the SCS, and the far western Pacific (Fig. 4c).
These features are overall similar with those in observations
shown in many previous studies (e.g., Yang et al. 2008; Jiang
et al. 2013b).
Figures 4d–f, which illustrate the differences in the above
fields between the sensitivity experiment with enhanced heating
over the entire TP and the control run CTRL, further explain
the features of the TP’s impact on monsoon shown in Fig. 2.
The plateau heating unsurprisingly enhances the SAH overall
(Fig. 4d), which is related with strengthened WPSH and enhanced lower-tropospheric southerly monsoon flow over East
Asia (e.g., eastern China), and thus suppression of the atmospheric convection over the SCS and the Philippine Sea as
discussed later. Although this enhancement apparently extends to the west, it is also accompanied by an anomalous
anticyclonic pattern over East Asia and the western Pacific,
leading to a northward shift of the westerly jet stream. At the
lower troposphere (Fig. 4e), TP heating causes significant
changes over the Asian-Pacific regions, which include an
anomalous cyclonic pattern around the plateau (especially
significant to its south and east) and intensification of the WPSH,
consistently enhancing the regional monsoons (especially
the SASM and the EASM) except the SEASM (see Fig. 2).
An anomalous cyclonic (anticyclonic) pattern appears over
the Middle East and North Africa (the Mediterranean Sea region), and a vertical-westward tilted anomalous cyclonic pattern
occurs over central Eurasia (near 558N, 508E).
As shown in Fig. 4f, TP heating enhances the rainfall over
the southern and eastern portions of the plateau (and their
vicinities), northern China, the waters off southeastern
China, and the southern Bay of Bengal. However, it decreases the rainfall over tropical Asia at 158–258N, southwest of the plateau, and the Southeast Asian–western
Pacific regions. The roughly out-of-phase change in rainfall
between the TP and the Indian subcontinent is consistent
with the dipole-type distribution of rainfall variation discussed in Jiang and Ting (2017, 2019). These changes in
rainfall are closely related to atmospheric water vapor
fluxes (see the vectors in Fig. 4f), whose convergence and
divergence (figure not shown) are consistent with the increase and decrease in rainfall, respectively. The TP heating
enables more water vapor to flow into the TP region, instead
of confining it to the south of the plateau. Moreover, the
rainfall enhancement over the southern slope of TP and
northern East Asia and the rainfall reduction over Southeast
Asia and far western Pacific are again consistent with the
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FIG. 4. Climatological patterns of the CTRL experiment for JJA (a) 200-hPa winds (vectors; m s21), (b) 850-hPa winds (vectors;
m s21), and (c) precipitation (shading; mm day21) and vertically integrated water vapor flux [vectors; 100 kg (m s)21]. Also shown are
the corresponding differences between TP_Alb05 and CTRL experiments in JJA (d) 200-hPa winds, (e) 850-hPa winds, and
(f) precipitation and vertically integrated water vapor flux. In (a), (b), (d), and (e), the color shades measure the speed of the winds.
White stippling and black vectors indicate values above the 95% confidence level. The topography of the TP above 1500 m is marked
with the dashed green contour.

increase in SASM and EASM indices and the decrease in the
SEASM monsoon index. Apparently, the northward shift of
the East Asian jet stream and the strengthening of WPSH are
accompanied by the northward extension of heavy rainfall
over East Asia, an indication of strong EASM. On the other
hand, the WPSH intensification with enhanced negative
vorticity weakens the SEASM and reduces rainfall over
Southeast Asia. These results are partially similar to those of
B. He et al. (2019), who conducted experiments using the
coupled Flexible Global Ocean–Atmosphere–Land System
Model (Bao et al. 2013) to understand the climate impact of TP
thermal effect, and Wang et al. (2016), who applied the regional model WRF and showed that enhanced monsoon rainfall associated with TP heating was mainly concentrated over
the southern slope of the TP.
We further similarly examine the changes in more monsoon
indices: the index of Webster et al. (1998), defined as the
vertical shear of 850- and 200-hPa zonal winds over 58–208N,
608–1108E, and the index by Wang et al. (2001), defined by

the vorticity as the horizontal shear of 850-hPa zonal winds
between southern India (58–158N, 608–808E) and northern
India (208–308N, 708–908E) (the former box minus the latter
box). It is found that the response of Webster et al. (1998)
index to TP heating is similar to that of the Webster and
Yang (1992) index, which is not surprising given the similar
definitions of the two indices, and both indices respond most
strongly to southern TP heating (see discussion later).
However, the change in the Wang et al. (2001) index reveals
more dynamical features. Despite its negative sign, the
change in the index reflects a stronger intensification of 850hPa monsoon westerlies over northern India than southern
India as a response to TP heating. As a result, water vapor
divergence and decreased rainfall occur over the relatively
lower latitudes and increased rainfall appears over the
southern uphill of the TP. The stronger intensification of
monsoon flow over the north, relative to the south, is also
consistent with the importance of the thermal effect of the TP
(especially the southern TP; see discussion later) for the
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enhancing the zonal gradient of the middle-lower troposphere across the TP (cf. Figs. 5b and 5a). It lowers in the
Eastern Hemisphere and raises in the Western Hemisphere,
tending to form a wavenumber-1 structure, in 408–608N and
changes oppositely in the higher latitudes. Similar features
also appear from the Northern Hemisphere patterns of differential tropospheric temperature (figure not shown), although it is apparently high over the TP, which is unsurprising
given the nature of vertical integration of temperature from
700 or 500 hPa (warmer than the outside atmosphere) to
200 hPa.
The following features can hence be summarized by analyzing Figs. 2, 4, and 5. The increase in large-scale monsoon
index (Webster and Yang 1992) is clearly associated with
zonally extensive strengthening of U200 and U850 over
tropical to subtropical Asia, weighted by the change in
U200, and the intensification of the South Asian monsoon
(Goswami et al. 1999) is related to the anomalous 850-hPa
southerlies and 200-hPa northerlies averaged over 108–308N,
708–1108E (Figs. 4d–e). The strengthened (weakened) U200
over 408–508N (258–358N) in the longitudes of 1108–1508E
intensifies the East Asian monsoon as defined by Lau et al.
(2000) (Fig. 4d), and in particular the apparent intensification
of this regional monsoon is related to the large zonal difference in H500 anomaly over East Asia (Fig. 5b). Moreover,
the anomalous easterlies related to the strong WPSH reduce
the lower-tropospheric vorticity and account for the slight
weakening of the Southeast Asian monsoon (Wang and Fan
1999) (Fig. 4e).

2) IMPACTS OF VARIOUS TP DOMAINS

FIG. 5. (a) The climatological pattern of JJA 500-hPa geopotential height (H500) (shading, m) in the CTRL experiment, and
(b) the difference (shading and contours) in H500 between the TP_
Alb05 and CTRL experiments. In (b), the white stippling indicates
values above the 95% confidence level.

northern branch of the South Asian monsoon circulation
demonstrated by Wu et al. (2015).
Tibetan Plateau thermal effects lead to significant features
of the change in 500-hPa geopotential height (H500; Fig. 5).
In the latitude band of 158–408N, H500 increases significantly
except at the eastern TP and to its north where H500 decreases,

We now analyze the features of the physical processes related to the impacts of different TP domains on regional Asian
monsoons. Figure 6 shows that the heating of various TP domains strengthens the SAH overall, as does the heating of
entire TP, which causes a center of SAH change around
358N, 708E (Fig. 4d). However, a careful examination indicates
that the heating of the southern and eastern TP causes the
center to move farther eastward (to 858 and 1008E, respectively) (Figs. 6a,c) and the southern TP heating even shifts the
center southward to about 308N. It is only the eastern TP
heating that can generate from a single domain a significant
anomalous anticyclonic pattern over the extratropical western
Pacific that is similar to that of the entire TP heating (cf.
Figs. 6c and 4d), despite the fact that a weak anticyclonic
pattern is also caused by southern TP heating. All experiments
generate anomalous upper-tropospheric easterlies over the
subtropics west of 1208E and westerlies over the extratropics
(358–508N) west of the TP, but the anomalous westerlies are
not significant in NorthTP_Alb05 (Fig. 6b).
As depicted by Fig. 7, the changes in the lower troposphere
tend to reveal more regional features; however, none of the
single domain experiments of the southern, northern, eastern,
or western TP can explain all the features generated by the
entire-TP experiment (Fig. 4e). Specifically, the significant
features in the southern TP experiment account for the intensifications of the westerly monsoon flow immediately next
to the southern edge of the TP and the anticyclonic pattern
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FIG. 6. Differences in JJA 200-hPa winds (vectors; m s21) (a) between SouthTP_Alb05 and CTRL, (b) between NorthTP_Alb05 and
CTRL, (c) between EastTP_Alb05 and CTRL, and (d) between WestTP_Alb05 and CTRL. Color shades measure the speed of the winds.
White stippling and black vectors indicate values above the 95% confidence level. The topography of the TP above 1500 m is marked with
the dashed green contour.

over the Mediterranean Sea (cf. Figs. 7a and 4e), with few
features over East Africa, and those in northern TP experiment
(Fig. 7b) account for the intensifications of cyclonic patterns
over North Africa and around the TP, with strong signals on its
northwest and east but weak signals on the south. While
southern TP heating increases the rainfall mainly over the
southern and eastern plateau as in the entire-TP experiment,
northern TP heating enhances the rainfall over the northern
plateau domain and to its northeast. The northern TP heating
also enhances the Pacific trade wind south of 158N (Fig. 7b),

which is favorable for enhancing the southerlies over eastern
China and increasing the rainfall over southern Southeast Asia.
As seen from Figs. 7c and 7d, the eastern TP heating
strengthens the monsoon flow to the south and east of the
plateau and even most significantly the WPSH, and the western
TP heating is accompanied by significant features over west of
1208E especially over West Asia. The eastern TP heating leads
to a rainfall change pattern that is similar to that in the
southern TP heating case, and the western TP heating enhances the rainfall over southwestern plateau and to the

FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 6, but for differences in JJA 850-hPa winds (vectors; m s21) and precipitation (shading; mm day21) between
(a) SouthTP_Alb05 and CTRL, (b) NorthTP_Alb05 and CTRL, (c) EastTP_Alb05 and CTRL, and (d) WestTP_Alb05 and CTRL.
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FIG. 8. Differences in JJA 500-hPa geopotential height (shading and contours; m) between (a) SouthTP_Alb05
and CTRL, (b) NorthTP_Alb05 and CTRL, (c) EastTP_Alb05 and CTRL, and (d) WestTP_Alb05 and CTRL.
White stippling indicates values above the 95% confidence level. The topography of the TP above 1500 m is marked
with the dashed green contour.

northeast of the TP. It is important to know that neither the
southern TP heating nor the western TP heating causes significant change over the western Pacific and much of Southeast
Asia (Figs. 7a and 5d), while the heating over both the northern
TP and eastern TP leads to strengthened and westward extended WPSH that affects the rainfall over the SCS and tropical western Pacific (Figs. 7b,c). All these features manifest a
weakening of the SEASM (see Fig. 3), which is dynamically
linked to the change in the WPSH (Wang and Fan 1999; Wang
et al. 2008b), and consistently the decrease in monsoon rainfall
over the northern SCS, the Philippines, and the Philippine Sea.
Analysis of the changes in H500 (Fig. 8) indicates that the
southern and eastern TP heating generates similar anomalous
patterns over the plateau and eastward from the North Pacific,

North America, the North Atlantic, and the Mediterranean
Sea to West Asia. However, the northern TP heating, which is
uniquely accompanied by a center of decreased H500 over the
northeast of the TP instead over the plateau, tends to most
significantly generate a nearly circumglobal wave train pattern
(Fig. 8b). This feature demonstrates the importance of northern TP heating for affecting the rotational portion of atmospheric motion in comparison with the heating over other TP
domains. It is also important to observe that in all experiments
shown in Fig. 8, as well as in Fig. 5b for the entire-TP heating
experiment, the heating over the TP and its various domains
causes increased geopotential height over the Middle East
and the Mediterranean Sea. The sinking motion associated
with the anomalous high and its relation with the rising motion
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FIG. 9. Latitude–height vertical circulations (vectors, with vertical velocity multiplied by 50) and vertical motions (shading; Pa s21)
averaged over 708–908E for (a) the CTRL experiment, and the differences between (b) TP_Alb05 and CTRL, (c) SouthTP_Alb05 and
CTRL, (d) NorthTP_Alb05 and CTRL, (e) EastTP_Alb05 and CTRL, and (f) WestTP_Alb05 and CTRL. White stippling and black
vectors indicate values above the 95% confidence level. The topography of the TP is marked with black shading.

over the plateau and adjacent regions can be explained by the
monsoon–desert linkage (Song et al. 1992; Webster et al. 1998),
emphasizing the zonally direct circulation or the ‘‘transverse
monsoon,’’ or by the monsoon–desert mechanism (Rodwell
and Hoskins 1996; Hoskins and Wang 2006) in which the
Rossby wave response to monsoon heating is stressed. An
analysis of the tropospheric temperature also reveals similar
features outside the TP.
Figure 9a shows that, over the longitudes of 708–908E, extensive rising motions appear over the Indian monsoon region
and the TP from 58 to 408N. Relatively weaker sinking motions
occur near the equator and to the north of 408N. The effect of
entire TP heating strengthens the rising motions over 258–458N
and weakens the rising motions to the south, especially over
208–258N (Fig. 9b). The resulting change extends deeply into
the upper troposphere over the southern portion of the TP and
to its south, but it is shallower to the north.
It is interesting to note that the southern TP heating explains and even amplifies the anomalous vertical cell over the

southern TP edge and to its south, consistent with the change in
South Asian rainfall (Fig. 7), but accounts for little change over
the northern TP edge and to its north (cf. Figs. 9c and 9b).
Oppositely, the northern TP heating explains the anomalous
vertical cell over the northern TP edge and to its north, but
accounts for little change over the southern TP edge and to its
south (Fig. 9d). It can also be seen that the eastern TP heating
(Fig. 9e) leads to similar features as the southern TP heating
except causing weaker signals especially the rising motion over
the southern TP. Moreover, the western TP heating leads to
similar but stronger features as the northern TP heating, especially the strong rising motion over the southern TP (Fig. 9f).
We point out that the above features shown in Fig. 9 (over
708–908E) also similarly appear from the latitudinal–vertical
section over 708–1108E (figure not shown) and the longitude
band of specified TP forcing in the sensitivity experiments,
demonstrating the robustness of the features discussed.
Analysis of the vertical cells over 1008–1208E places more
interest in the East and Southeast Asian monsoons (Fig. 10).
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the longitudinal band of 1008–1208E.

Here, TP heating causes an anomalous vertical cell over the
subtropics with apparent rising motions over 308–408N (Fig. 10b),
associated with intensification of the EASM (see Fig. 2).
However, it exerts a weak impact on the tropics (e.g., Southeast
Asia), as seen from the change in the regional monsoon
(SEASM; see Fig. 2). The anomalous rising motions are accounted for by the heating over southern and eastern plateau
(Figs. 10c,e), with little contribution from the western TP
heating (Fig. 10f). On the other hand, the northern and eastern
TP heating leads to most apparent sinking motions in the
subtropics (around 208N), which are weakly influenced by the
southern and western TP heating.

4. Conclusions and discussion
In this study, we have attempted to shed light on the characteristics of TP thermal impact on the Asian summer monsoon and associated physical processes, with a focus on the
regional features of both the plateau heating and the monsoon.
More specifically, we have applied the NCAR CESM to
quantitatively depict how the heating over TP and its different

domains (the southern, northern, eastern, and western portions
of plateau) affects the tropical SASM and SEASM, the subtropical EASM, and the large-scale monsoon circulation.
The heating over TP and its various domains intensifies the
SASM; however, it surprisingly slightly weakens the SEASM.
The TP heating causes anomalous rising motion over the plateau and compensating sinking motion and thus a weaker
monsoon over Southeast Asia. It is also surprising to find that
although southern TP heating most effectively intensifies the
large-scale monsoon circulation (measured by the W-Y index),
it exerts little effect on the EASM, which is instead affected
most strongly by eastern TP heating. Overall, relative to their
northern and western counterparts, the southern and eastern
portions of the TP exert stronger impacts on monsoon climate as evidenced by both the strength and the spatial extension of monsoon response signals, attributed probably to the
abundant water vapor and deep convection in these tropical
or ocean-neighboring regions. The extratropical northern TP
heating plays a small role in intensifying tropical monsoons
(e.g., the W-Y index); however, it strengthens the subtropical
EASM. More importantly, it leads to apparent changes in the
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atmospheric rotational motion as evidenced by the significant
wave train that extends eastward from the TP to western
Eurasia as a circumglobal pattern over the higher latitudes.
This feature may be helpful for explaining how the ‘‘upstream’’
summer climate over the North Atlantic and southern Europe
responds to TP heating as explored by Lu et al. (2018). Last, the
western TP heating, which is accompanied by moderate wavetype anomalous signals to the west of the plateau, seems to
exert the weakest impact on the large-scale monsoon circulation (as measured by the W-Y index) relative to other monsoon
components.
We point out that our conclusions are obtained based on an
analysis of the model outputs of the last 40 years from 50-yr
model integrations, which were continued from a 250-yr spinup
run. An additional analysis of the outputs from just 20 years
yields features that are largely similar to those presented in the
paper, demonstrating the robustness of the results discussed.
One of the issues that deserves further investigation is
the impact of TP on the Southeast Asian monsoon as explored
by examining the features associated with monsoon index
SEASM (Wang and Fan 1999) and its associated rainfall pattern in this study. Although the SEASM was also considered an
index for the East Asian monsoon (Wang and Fan 1999; Wang
et al. 2008b) and the Southeast Asian monsoon was regarded
as part of the East Asian monsoon in some studies (e.g.,
Tao and Chen 1987), Yoo et al. (2006; see their Fig. 6b) showed
that the SEASM was solidly linked with the circulation and
rainfall features over Southeast Asia and the Philippine Sea.
Given the different, and even opposite signed, response of the
SEASM to TP heating when compared with other monsoon
components, further investigations aiming at more evidence
of the thermal effect of the TP on this particular regional
monsoon and the associated physical mechanisms are carried
out. It is reasonable to state that the thermal conditions over
the TP and East Asia interact with each other. As revealed
by Jiang et al. (2016), the convection around the western
‘‘Maritime Continent’’ plays an important role in the interannual variation of the summertime atmospheric heat source
over the TP. Preliminary analysis also indicates that TP heating
suppresses the atmospheric convection over the SCS and the
Philippine Sea associated with the strengthened WPSH and
lower-tropospheric southerly monsoon flow over East Asia
(e.g., eastern China) as shown in Fig. 4f.
Furthermore, the TP affects not only the seasonal-mean
intensity of the Asian monsoon but also the temporal evolution
of the monsoon. It is reasonably assumed that, like the entire
plateau, the different portions of the TP also exert different
impacts on the subseasonal evolution of the various regional
Asian monsoon components, and the issue has not been investigated in the current study but is being addressed currently
by applying an analysis with observations and model output of
higher temporal resolutions.
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